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1.
ttOUERN TEBUBITC IES IE THE TEEATMSHT OP CRIKIl-IALS
CHAPTER I
RAPID SURVEY OF PRESENT DAY CONDITIONS
Today men often hear the "broad statement that a
crime "wave is sleeping over the country. If they search
for statistics on •which to "base such a pessimistic out-
look, they find them very inadequate, perhaps it is the
challenge of the unusual which arrests the attention.
If this is true, then conditions are not as "bad as they
seem. Gillin has given one explanation for the concern
when he said, "The criminal threatens our established
order. He diverts our attention from the pursuits of
a veil ordered society, forces us to give time and
1.
thought to protection,"
Again, the headlines of the daily press, by
printing in large type the most sensational crimes,
keep them ever "before our minds. To one v. ho limits
his reading to such material as this, it seems that
these are the usual and not the unusual happenings of
the day. However, statistics are lacking if men look
for them.
1.
J. L. Gillin, Criminology and Penology, p. 5.
—•
•
•
<
4
2.
The cost of crime, especially, in the United States
is enormous. The figures given "by Gillin seem unbeliev-
able. "A recent estimate of the cost of crime in the
1.
United States is $2,500,000 per day." Anderson in
the Journal of Social Forces says that in some states
the process of convicting a person of felony costs not
2.
less than f 1,500. In one year alone (1909)
Massachusetts spent $1,556,700.45 simply for the main-
tenance of the state penal institutions, jails and
3.
houses of correction. The only expenditure in the
state of Massachusetts v.hich equaled that for crime -was
for education. The Cri.ne Commission of New York State
in its Special Report on Penal Institutions in 1930
recommended an immediate appropriation of $10,000,000
for improvement and repairs alone for state prisons,
hospitals and reformatories. Also at the same time
the Commission recommended an appropriation of $20,000,
000. in installments during three years to complete the
1.
J. L. Gillin, Criminology a.nd Penology, p. 29.
2.
Anderson, Journal of Social Forces, January 1923, p. 93
3.
Report of Massachusetts Commission on the Cost of
Living, Boston, 1910, p. 715.

3.
1.
and rehabilitation of correctional institutions,
Professor E. H. Sutherland in 1924 gave the cost of
2.'
crime as at out #6,000,000,000.
Professor Clayton Ettinger of Western State
Teacher's College of Kalamazoo, Michigan, in his hook
published in 1932 says, "in considering the far- reaching
effects of crime HQ come to the conclusion that the
highest figure on its annual cost yet ventured-
3.
#13.000,000,000- is probably not an exaggeration."
The cost of Federal enforcement of Federal Crimin
4.
lav, s 1929- 1930 v.as #57,701,992.14,
al
1.
Special Report on Penal Institutions of the Crime
Commission of Hev; York State, 1930.
2.
E. K. Sutherland, Criminology, p. 68.
3
Clayton J. Ettinger, "The Problem of Crime", p. 20.
4.
National Commission on Observance and Enforcement,
Report on the Cost of Crime, No. 12, p. 150.

4.
CHAPTER II
THE MEANING CF CRIME: LEGAL AND SOCIAL
The word crime is an extremely "brood one. That
which is a crime to one is not to another. What was
not a crime years ago is a crime today. Therefore a
consideration should "be made of the many definitions
given to the word "Crime", parmelee, an authority on
Criminology, says that it is "an act forbidden and
punished by law, which is almost always immoral accord-
ing to the prevailing ethical standard, vihich is
usually harmful to society, which it is ordinarily
feasible to repress by penal measures, and whose re-
pression is necessary or is supposed to be necessary to
the preservation of the existing social order." Gillin
says, "from the legal point of view any auction by an
individual in contravention of a law is a crime. It
may be the commission of an act forbidden by law, or
the omission of an act commanded by law. Murder and
theft are examples of the first; neglect to properly
care for one's children, of the latter. In the statis-
tics of crime this is the definition that must be kept
1.
2.
•
in mind .
"
1.
2.
Maurice Parmelee, Criminology, p. 32.
J. L. Gillin, op. cit. p. 11,

5.
Fines, in his took, "Punishment and Reformation" defines
it as"a wrong act, a violation of the rights of other
men, an injury done to individuals or to society against
which there is a legal prohibition enforced by some
1.
appropriate legal penalty." According to these
definitions, crime can include more and more acts the
longer men live and make laws, since legally, crime
must le an act or omission regulated ty la^. Of over
106,000 persons arrested in Chicago in the year 1912,
over one- half violated laws not in existence tv;enty
2.
years previous* These are legal definitions, hence
one nay see that crime legally is determined ty a
statute as well as ty social pattern. The Volstead
Act is an example of such, since tefore that law, it
was legal to make intoxicating liquors, where, now it
is illegal. In summary then, legally, crime is an act
or omission contrary to the laws made ty those having
authority to do so.
These legal definitions of crime do not satisfy
the demands of those interested in social science.
•
1.
P. C. V/incs, Punishment and Reformation, p. 11.
Journal of Criinina,l lav, and Criminology, Volume 5,
page 173.

6.
Garofalc, the Italian criminologist, was ai.ong the
first to treat crime socially as ^ell as legally, His
definitions would include "those acts which no
civilized society can refuse to recognize as criminal
and repress by means of punishment. Fred E. Haynes,
Professor of Sociology in the State University of Iov;a,
says "crimes are the more serious of the anti- social
acts and are sometimes described as the major anti-
2.
social acts. This definition has "been enlarged "by
Gillin, who gives the social definition of crime as
"an act which is "believed to "be socially harmful "by a
group of people which has the -power to enforce its
3.
beliefs.' 1 He makes crime something contradicting
the mores of the people. Socially, therefore, crime
is an act or omission which contravens the rights of
another
.
1.
Garofalo, Criminology, p. 5.
2.
5*. E. Haynes, Criminology, p. 86.
3.
3?. C. Gill in, op. c it . p. 13.

7There have "been several classifications of crime
"based on the social development of the people and the
government whose duty it is to protect it. According
to the English Common Law there were three classes of
crime: treason, felony, and misdemeanor. Treason,
according to Webster's dictionary, is "an attempt "by
overt act to overthrow the government of the state to
which the offender owes allegiance or to kill or person-
ally injure the sovereign or his family." "Felonies
are the most serious offenses known to the law and are
punishable by imprisonment for a considerable period and
sometimes by a fine as well, certain kinds being punish-
able by death. Misdemeanors are of less degree and are
punishable by imprisonment for a brief period with or
1.
without a fine.' 1
Socially crimes may be classified according to
the interest which is injured. Roscoe Pound of Harvard
classified these interests as:
1. Interest in the general security.
2. Interest in the security of social institution.
3 9 Interest in the general morals.
4. Interest in the conservation of social resources.
5. Interest in the general progress^
6. Interest in the individual life. •
1.
Harry Best, Crime and the Criminal Law in the United
States, p. 8.
Roscoe round, A Theory of Social Interests. American
Sociological Society, Volume XV. p. 32.

CHAPTER III
CHANGING ATTITUDE OF SOCIETY TOWARD THE CRIKDIAL
PRIMITIVE METHODS
Society's attitude toward the criminal has
changed. From the dim past men Ioiovj that punishment
was meted out to those v;ho had injured in certain T,ays
those who had the po^er to punish. At first it was a
private T*ork, later becoming a putlic duty v.hen strong
1.
civil government came into existence. They read in
history of punishment for reasons "which nov; seem absurd*
At Athens, anyone -who was found guilty of plucking a
leaf from the trees consecrated to Minerva v,'as banished
from Attica. Roman history tells of Christians being
treated as criminals and thrown to the wild beasts
because they refused to believe in the pagan gods.
Punishment has been applied in several ways
3
namely by:
1. Eradication of the criminals and his family.
2. Banishment.
3. Poetic punishment such as branding the fore-
head of the thief with the letter T.
4. Magical incantations.
5. Capital punishment.
6. Public ridicule.
7. Payment of fines.
Gillin, op. cit. p. 301.

9.
All these were acts of retaliation upon the
victim and were intended to injure or punish in some
way. The motive or end of these punishments varied.
Five theories are evident.
1. Retaliation.
2 . Exp iat i on
.
3. Deterrence.
4. Ref ormat ion.
5. Protection of society.
They were "based on the philosophy or religious ideas
of the tire.
IDEAS OF THE EARLY CENTURIES.
It was Aristotle who made an attempt to rational-
ize punishment when he drew a distinction "between an
injury which was intentional and one which was
unintentional. The intent helped to determine the
form and the amount of punishment. It remained for the
Church, ahout 300 A. D.
,
however, to add the significant^
idea, namely the reformatory purpose of punishment.
"While it may not he said that in Roman courts there
was none of the mercy and humanity to be seen in the
courts of the Church, it is clear that from the first,
the iatter (the Church, are pern,eate d ,ith the
1.
reformatory purpose of punishment."
r I
Gillin, op. cit. p. 320.

10.
CLASSICAL SCHOOL
As an outgrowth of the intellectual development
of the eighteenth century there arose the Classical
School of Penology v<hich was a protest against the
tyranical decrees of the judges. Its purpose v,as to
mitigate extreme punishment especially v;hen given for
personal reasons. It had its foundation in Italy ^ith
BeCQario as its leader. His ideas may "be thus summed
up. "If we look into history we shall find that laws
which are or ought to be conventions "between men in a
state of freedom, have "been for the most part, the work
of the passions of a few or the consequences of a
fortuitous or temporary necessity: not dictated by a
1.
cool examiner of human nature." In his book he wrote
much for which modern penologists are striving. He
advocated
:
tt 1. Legislators not judges should make the lav. s.
2. The duty of judges is solely to determine
whether a crime as defined by the legislators has "been
committed and to x^ronounce the sentence determined "by
t he law
•
lo
The quotation is from Crillin, op. cit., p. 324.

11
3. The laws should be clear, providing a scale
of crimes from the most dangerous to society, to the
least serious, so that each man will knots just what
punishment to expect if he commits a certain act.
4 . The same punishment should be visited upon
every man who commits a given act no matter what his
status in society.
5. The purpose of punishment is to make sure that
the guilty do not repeat the crime and that others are
deterred by the punishment of the guilty from committing
crime
•
6. This purpose is secured "by the certainty and
promptitude rather than "by the severity of the
punishment
•
7. The State should address itself to devising
means for the prevention of crime by
(a) making the laws clear and simple.
(b) getting 'the entire force of the nation
united in their defense*
(c) having' them intended rather to favour
every individual than any particular class of men'
(d) having 'the" laws feared, and the laws
only
»
8. The punishment should be public."
He sums up his conclusion as follows: "That a
punishment may not be an act of violence, of one or
many, against a private member of society, it should
be public, immediate and necessary, the least possible
in the case given, proportioned to the crime, and
1.
determined by the laws."
The French Code of 1791 made use of many of his
ideas and "has come into our Ameri can Law via
2.
Hew York State."
1.
The quotation is from Gill in, Criminology and
Penology, p. 326.
o
U. F. Cantor, Criminals and Criminals Justice, p. 252.
•• *
*
•
•
t
•
•
• • -
•
•
12.
EEO- CLASSICAL SCHOOL
The Classical School however made no allowance
for differences in natures and circumstances. To do
this the Ueo- Classical School came into existence at
the "beginning of the nineteenth century with Rossi,
Garraud and Joly, as its representatives. Following
this came the Italian School inaugurated in 1S72 by
the Italian anthropologist Cesare Lornbrose. It
stressed the scientific study of the criminal and the
conditions under which crime was committed. Enrico
Ferri and Raffaele Garofalo were its early leaders
while Doctors Healy and Goddard carry on their ideas
today. This idea is advocated "by modern penologist.
Professor Francis B. Sayre, State Commissioner of
Correction for Massachusetts showed himself to be a
disciple of these ideas in an article in the Boston
Globe, December tenth, 1932, "An intelligent handling
of the crime problem demands an individualization of
the treatment accorded each convicted criminal. To
fit the treatment to the criminal rather than to the
crime requires the aid of the psychiatrists, social
workers and doctors." Criminals were to be treated
now, not punished. Persons were to be educational
institutions to teach the criminal and thus

13.
prevention received a new impetus.
DERRISOBMEHT
At the present tirae the prison system is the
most common method of treatment of criminals. Its
"beginning dates "back to the most remote past. Viewed
as an institution for detaining men against their will
it probably goes back as far as the time of the
general practice of cannibalism, when future victims
were held in stockades to "be fattened for the chief , s
1.
course in the menu of their captives. In later
historymen associate prisons with places where
political or religious prisoners were held to await
trail. Just when imprisonment "became a means of
punishment is uncertain, since the trans ition from
"being a mere detention place to a place of punishment
came very graduslly. However, beginning in 1775 it
was. a' common method of punishment in America. It
came into America, from the mother country, England.
The British prison was the result of three movements.
Gillin, lists them as,
M l. The recognition of the evils of the old local
prisons
.
1.
Barnes, The Repression of Crime, p. 84.

I14.
2 The stopping of transportation to America "by
the Revolution. „ 1.
3. The failure of transportation to Australia."
THE PISKCTSYLVAtflA SYSTEM
How that England had to find new methods of
dealing with her prisoners she turned to America to
see What changes she had made. By 1790 the Pennsylvania
Quakers had devised the "best methods and greatly in-
fluenced the English visitors especially William
Crawford of the London Prison Discipline Society, who
was sent to America in 1832. William Penn, the founder
of Pennsylvania, "before coming to America had "been
a prisoner in Europe. He had radical ideas concerning
the treatment of criminals. He set a"bout "to a"bolish
tortures and substituted the penalties of hard labor,
flogging, fines and forfeitures. One of his aims was
2.
reformation," He abolished capital punishment for
crimes excejot homicide. Though he instituted reforms in
America it must "be said that they did not originate
with him since, he on a visit to Holland was much
influenced by their work houses with their industrial
features
.
1.
Gillin, op. cit. p. 387.
2.
Gillin, op. cit. p. 387.
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Although Q,u'een Anne of England did not agree with him
the Province of Pennsylvania reenacted them and used
them until his death in 1878. Then the cruelties were
1.
revived and existed until the Revolutionary war.
"The changing of the Old Walnut Street Jail in
Philadelphia into a prison in 1740 marks the "beginning
2.
of the prison system in this country." The main idea
of the Pennsylvania system, as it is called, was that
solitary imprisonment or labor with absolute silence
would give time for reflection and repentance. Although
fevi states followed this system it was a marked improve-
ment in the treatment of criminals. Successful at first
the Walnut Street prison became a distinct failure
later, due to the large number of prisoners with
limited accomodations.
AUBURH SYSTEM
The state of Few York in attempting to use the
Pennsylvania system failed. There were two serious
defects in this insti tu tion w hich brought about its
abandonment by Hew York. "The congregate method of
1.
2.
Lewis, op. cit. p. 12, 13.
Cantor, op. cit. p. 283.
•* '
•
•
i
16.
confinement -was followed and it was so small that it
very soon "became overcrowded, and the practice of
pardoning arose in order to keep the prison population
down to a number that it was possible to house under
crowded conditions. Between 1797 and 1822, 5,069
1.
convicts were admitted, and 2,819 were pardoned. 11
In its place developed the Auburn System in 1816. This
system forsook the idea of solitary confinement at all
times. Prisoners were allowed to work together in the
daytime while at night they went back into solitary
confinement. Silence was enforced at all times. Its
defenders claimed it to be cheaper than the prisons
conducted on the Pennsylvania system and removed the
bad effects of complete solitude on the mind of the
prisoner. Its remarkable success and spread was due
to a great degree to Louis Dv;ight, America's foremost
orison reformer of the time and leader of the Prison
2.
Discipline of Boston. This man trained for the
ministry was forced "by ill health to change his work.
He travelled through the states where the question of
prisons was arousing interest and advocated the
Aurburn system.
1.
Cantor, op. cit. p. 283.
O
0. P. Lewis, The Development of American Prisons and
Prison Customs, pp. 85, 86.

17,
>
In comparing the Pennsylvania System or Separate
System and the Auburn or Silent System, one can not
find them so radically different as their defenders
would have men "believe. Both prevented the communica-
tion of prisoners and "believed in labor. In the
Pennsylvania idea the prisoners were separated every
hour of the day and night and did not see each other.
In the Auburn plan the prisoners saw each other at
times "but could not communicate. Of the two, the
Auturn had the more lasting effect on later penal
history. The causes for its American popularity lies
in the following reasons, as given "by Gillin:
1. In its early days it was administered by
exceptionally able wardens.
2. Such a plan was economic to build. Many men
could "be housed for the same expenditure of money than
"by the Pennsylvania system.
3. It was more productive industrially than its
competitor. The only prisons in the early history of
prisons in the United States which paid their way were
those "built and administered on this "basis.
4. It had unusual publicity. *
ElMIEA SYSTEM
The combining of the improvements of the two
systems of this country mentioned and others in
foreign countries gave birth to a new system called
1.
J. L. Gillin, op. cit. p. 401,
1
1

18.
ft
1
the Elmira Reformatory system introduced in Nem York
about 1870. Captain Maconochie of the British Penal
Colony in Australia started the plan of commutation of
sentence for good "behavior. According to his plan
every prisoner on being sentenced had a certain number
of marks against him. These could be reduced by good
behavior and labor. When all mere removed the prisoner
mas released. Sir Walter Crofton, The Director of the
Irish Convict Prisons instituted a system of grading
and classifying inmates and advanced the idea of the
indeterminate sentence. These tmo men mere leaders in
their respective countries.
S
'
- -
1
The Elmira system mas an application of the many
nem ideas in penology of the nineteenth century. In
describing this nem system, Cantor says the three
principles of Elmira, mere that criminals can be
reformed through individual treatment, that the
individual must cooperate and that the process of
1.
reform is educational. Great praise must be given
to the Irish system lauded so highly by Wines and
Dmight in their report to the legislature of Nem York,
January 1867. It said in part "In one mord it (Irish)
system) may be defined as an adult reformatory, mhere
1.
Cantor, op. cit. p. 287.

19.
the object is to teach and train the prisoner in such
a manner that on his discharge he may he able to resist
temptation and inclined to lead an upright worthy life.
Reformation, in other words is made the actual as well
as the declared object. This is done "by placing the
prisoner's fate as far as possible, in his own hands,
by enabling him, through industry and good conduct,
to raise himself, step by step, to a position of less
restraint "while idleness and bad conduct on the other
1.
hand keep him in a state of coercion and restraint."
Though the Slmira System' had stood the test of
experience it v;as confined, in practice, to the
younger prisoners and did not reach the greater number
of adult offenders. It also failed to provide the
proper psychological surroundings. It assumed that
criminals could be treated in a group and did not
allov; for different psychological and biological types.
It v.as however, a marked improvement over anything
tried up to this time.
1.
P. C. Wines, Punishment, and Reformation, p. 203.
•i
20
CHAPTER IV
PHASES OP IMPROVEEEHT OP THE LAST CE1TTURY
DIFPEREHT IAT I Oil OP CRIMINALS
The movement for scientific differentiation of
criminals is one of the outstanding improvements of
the last century. Polios ing upon the Pennsylvania and
Auburn Systems came the Houses of Refuge. They came
as a result of the movement to remove youthful
delinquents from the associations toith adult offenders.
The purpose of them v,/as reformatory. Uev; Yorl,
Philadelphia and Boston were the first to establish
them from 1825 to 1828. The first state institution
in the country vias the Lyman School for Boys, opened
in 1847 in Massachusetts. These institutions have
"been used much by juvenile courts after other means
1
.
have failed.
Previous to the establishment of such institutions
in the United States, John Palk had set up one at
Seimer, Germany, in 1813. This institution was of the
nature of an industrial school.
1.
Haynes, op. cit. p. 143, 144.

21.
The cottage plan or family arrangement in the
treatment of young offenders started with the French
and was first used in the United States at Lancaster,
Ohio, in 1855. It exists now in an improved form
at Sleight on Farms in Pennsylvania ""where, inmate
self-government and an extremely close approximation
1.
to normal family life prevail." About 1850 #he
insane v. ere takBn from the prisons and placed in
hospitals. The physical diseased also were
separated from the healthy. The Institute for
Defective Delinquents at ITapanock. New York was fitted
in 1921 to handle male defective delinquents sixteen
years of age and over.
Several reformatories now give special care for
v. omen and girls . Among the latest in the Federal
Industrial Institution for V/omen at Alders on, West
Virginia, built in 1928. The number of women offenders
has always been smaller than the number of men.
Therefore, the demand for separate institutions has
been less. In the United States, Indiana was the
first state to begin separating females from male
Harry S. Barnes, The Repression of Crime, p. 172.

22.
delinquents in penal institutions in 1873.
Massachusetts was the next state which established a
separate institution for women in 1S79. In 1922,
twenty one states had state institutions of a
reformatory nature for the custody and treatment of
1.
delinquent women. In these reformatories for women
the health problem is the greatest.
RSFORLIATION
In 1828, Charles Lucas, the eminent French
penologist, in his hook entitled, "The Penitentiary
Systems of Europe and America", recommended a
reformatory type of prison discipline rather than one
of punishment. In 1846 Montesinos, a Spanish
Criminologist wrote, "the moral object of penal
establishments should be not so much to inflict
punishment as to correct, to receive men idle and ill-
intentioned and return them to society, if possible,
2.
honest and industrious citizens." Reformation
was one of the three basic principles of the Elmira
System. Captain Alexander Ma.conochie in Australia by
his system of marks, described before, advanced the
1.
Gillin, op. cit. 645, 648.
2 Q.uoted in Wines Punishment & Reformation, pp. 201-202

23.
ideas. At the first prison Congress in the United
States at Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1870 the reformatory
idea was strongly emphasized. It treated the
following means,
1. Religion.
2. Education.
3. Belief by the prison officers that men can "be
reformed.
4. Ability to gain the good will of the convict.
5. A generous parental attitude "by prison officials,
toward the prisoners.
6. Cultivation of the prisoners self respect
instead of degradation.
7. The use of moral rather than physical force in
prison administration.
8. Steady active honorable labor.
9. The adoption of the most valuable parts of the
Irish system, including the more strictly penal state
of separate imprisonment, the reformatory state of
progressive classification, and the probationary period
of natural training.
10. Classification and grading of prisoners.
11. Abolition of the short sentence. (1)
The first ref ormatory in the United States was
the New York State Reformatory at Elmira, with Mr.
Brockway as its superintendent. The essential
features of the new reformatory weret-
w l. Limited to prisoners between sixteen and
thirty years of age convicted for the first time.
2. The limited indeterminate sentence.
3 A classification or grading of the prisons.
1.
Quoted in Criminology and penology, J. L. Gill in,
pp. 622, 623, from Henderson Prison Reform and the
Criminal Law, pp. 39- 45o

24.
4. A marking system similar to that used "by
Maconochie providing credits to be earned by the
prisoner as a condition of increased privileges or
release from control based upon good behavior,
diligence in labor and study, and results accomplished;
and debits for derelictions, negligences and offences.
5. Parole based upon the marking system and upon
a reasonable probability of the prisoners good behavior
if released. In addition to these elements provided
for in the organic law, the manager and superintendent,
as experience suggested changes established, in addition
the follov-ing features in conformity with the purpose
of the reformatory.
6. Physical training.
7. Military training.
8. School of Letters.
9. School of Trades." lm
THE HEW YORK REFORMATORY SYSTEM
The He vi York Reformatory taken as an example is
worthy of description. When a delinquent comes to
the reformatory he is put into the middle or second
grade. After a Vvhil§ he is put into the first or
third according to his marks. Also, certain badges
of merit are given to the v; orthy. The men admitted
under an indeterminate sentence are subject to release.
After a delinquent has made six satisfactory months
by parole reports, the prisoners with the indeterminate
sentence are usually released unconditionally,, One who
1.
J. L. Gillin, op. cit. 623.- 624

25.
may die from physical infirmities, if kept, may
receive a parole if his family or friends are willing
to take care of him. In regard to the grading, six
months of good "behavior in the second class "brings
promotion to the first and sis months good behavior
in the first entitles one to possibility of parole.
Bad behavior reduces a man to a lower grade. The
different grades are d ist inquished by different
clothing.
A marking system is used so as to serve as an
incentive. Each has his personal account on which are
listed his wages and expenses, such as clothing, meals
lodging and fines. At the end of his term a man may
have money coming to him from his work in the
reformat or y.
The food given varies according to the grade of
the prisoner. All have the same quality but differ in
the amount received. Each man has a room eight feet
long and seven feet wide. The fi^st suit of clothes
is furnished by the institution while the others must
be earned. Fines are imposed for breaking the rules.
As regards punishment it is so rare that it is
almost negligible. Only twelve out of 2800 were bad
enough to receive solitary confinement. This shows
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the psychological effect of having a system where
prisoners may be advanced from a lower grade to a
higher grade.
The trade school is supervised by a citizen
officer with some inmate instructors, A certain
number of hours is allowed to a man for learning a
trade. Examinations are given. If the prisoner passes
the test he takes the next higher grade of work until
he has completed all the work of his particular trade.
Then he either makes repairs or is assigned as an
inmate instructor. The moral education is in the
hands of three clergynen, Catholic, Jewish, Protestant,
All prisoners are required to take physical and
military training unless excused by the superintendent
1.
at the advice of a doctor.
Though Hew York was first to establish such a
reformatory, by the year 1921 eighteen other states had
established such institutions. At the present time,
however, instead of classifying by age and the numl er
of convictions a new method is being advanced. It is
classification determined by physical, mental and
social investigation.
1.
J. L. Gillin, op. cit. 624, 627.
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S3LF- G0V3RMME1TT
Self- government or prison democracy for adults
owes its origin to Mr. Thomas Mott Osborne of Auburn,
New York, in 1913 Being appointed a member of a
commission to study the prisons in the State of
Uew York he spent a week as prisoner in Auburn prison
so that he might get first hand information about
conditions. After this "voluntary imprisonment" he
formed a Good Conduct League to be run by the inmates
themselves. Later it took the name of the Mutual
7/elfare League. As organized at Sing Sing Prison,
New York, its make- up was simple. Each industrial or
maintenance unit elected a representative to the
governing board of the League. The elections were
carried on without any force from the authorities.
From the fifty members elected, a secretary was chosen
together with an executive committee of nine. There
were several sub- committees such controlling one
sphere of activity. Disciplinary cases were heard by
the court made up of the chosen convicts and decisions
made. One punishment was expulsion from the League
with loss of all priviliges. An appeal however could
be made to the warden's court. At Sing Sing election
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to the Board of Directors was held every four months.
There were no keepers or guards in the shops "but the
number was increased on the walls. The league had
charge of all recreation and entertainments and
attendance was limited to members of the League who
were in good standing. The members released from
prison were supposed to try to find employment for
their fellow members who were about to "be released.
The underlying principle of the idea was that men
in prison must be prepared to conduct themselves in an
agreeable manner when released. It was thought to
develop respect and loyalty to each other; to train
good citizens. Though this scheme was an admirable
one to provide social re- education it had its weak-
nesses. Osborne tried to apply it to all inmates
although there were some too depraved to be affected
by its advantages « Mr. Calvin Derrick, in his attempt
to install self- government in the Preston School of
Industry at lone, California avoided the mistake of
Osborne when he classified and excluded certain cases
1.
which needed close supervision.
Gillin, op. cit. 517.
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CRITICISM OF THE GOOD- CONDUCT LEAGUE
In stating the charges against prison democracy,
Gillin gives the following three:-
X. It lessens productivity.
2. The organization is run "by a certain few and
apparently for selfish ends. Therefore its influence
is not for the "benefit of the state or the convicts
in general.
3. It was charged "by certain parties soon after
the establishment of the "/elfare League at Sing Sing
that there had been great increase in stabbing in the
institution. A study of the records in Sing Sing in
the latter part of 1915 showed this was untrue, (l)
The same author sums up advantages claimed.
1. The repressive influences which make men
rebellious in prison have "been supplanted by a system
which puts responsibil ity upon the prisoners for' the
good conduct of the institution. The number of escapes
is greatly decreased under prison democracy. In the
seven years prior to September thirtieth, , 1915 there
had been an average of over nine escapes per year from
Sing Sing.
2. In 1915 under self- government there were only
three. The reason for this is suggested by Mr. Osborne
who says: "Vhen the first escape occurred after the
new system went into operation the prisoners feared
that their new privileges would be taken away. They
considered that the prisoner who had escaped had
double crossed his pals."
3. Mr. Osborne claimed that production in the
prison increased after the new system went into effect.
For example the number of shoes turned out increased
from 37,600 pairs in 1911 to 69,300 pairs in 1915.
4. The prisoner leaves the institution with an
entirely different spirit under the new system.
5. By providing the opportunities for self-
government the prison organized on the plan of prison
democracy prepares a man for democratic control on the
outside
.
1.
Gillin, J. L. op. cit. p. 519, 521
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In commenting upon prison democracy x.e should
admit that not all prisoners should be allowed to
participate in it. Those hopeless cases of defectives
end degenerates found in every prison are a detriment
to the work done by the corrigible. They should be
segregated at the outset by experts in psychiatry
after thorough examinations and tests.
PRISON LABOR
A perplexing problem in every prison is vihat to
do Vvitji the prisoners. Prison idleness cannot be
justified oh any grounds. It is one of the outstanding
problems of prison life. Governor Ely of Massachusetts
in his inaugural address, January fifth, 1933, makes
special mention of the need of labor of prison inmates.
"All who have studied the subject of the rehabilitation
of those confined in our penal institutions agree upon
the necessity of providing something for the inmates
to do. Our statutes require confinement to hard labor
as a punishment, although I can think of no greater
penalty than to be confined to absolute inaction. The
problem is to fit these inmates for some useful service
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when at the end of a limited term, they are returned
1.
to society,,"
Yet in only five states is there work enough for
all who are able to work. ThesS states are
Massachusetts. Connecticut, Oklahoma, Wisconsin and
Minnesota. Aside from the "beneficial results to the
inmates the problem of prison labor must he considered
seriously in order to keep down the enormous cost of
penal institutions. It is estimated that a minimum of
at out $50,000,000 was essential for a years program in
(*>
.
the United States,
There are several purposes for labor in prisons
contained in the five given "by Gillin:-
1. The alleviation of the tedium of prison life
"by means of an occupation.
2. The use of hard labor as a means of repressing
cr ime .
3. The labor of prisoners for the production of
economic commodities to decrease the cost of support.
4. The use of labor as a means of reformation. (3^
5. The use of labor as a means of prison disciplin
1.
Joseph Ely- Inaugural Address, January 1933.
Boston Traveler, January 5th, 1933.
</ •
II. Cantor, op. cit. p. 300.
5 .
J. L. Gillin, op. cit. p. 428.
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Although in early English prisons there was
prison labor, the our den upon the officials "became
so great that "by 1792 the managing end wa s given to
contractors. This soon resulted in the weakening of
discipline. This was due to the fact that the
contractor had in mind his own gain and thought nothing
of the good or "bad effects his method had on the
prisoner. This system also led to favoritism. The
prisoner skilled or experienced in some line was the
one who received special favors from the officials
regardless of the crime for which he was imprisoned.
Labor unions also opposed prison labor of this sort
since their members found it difficult to compete with
the cheaper prison labor.
By 1830 contractors had almost complete control
of prison later in the United States at a. very low cost.
They paid the state about one half what it would cost
using free labor. There was not the opposition from
free labor in the United States at that time as in
England since the demand for products was greater than
the supply. It came later, hov,ever, and is now a
serious objection. To modify the objection, in 1842
the committee on state prisons of New York suggested
that the inmates produce to the largest extent possible
••
• - 1
Q
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the articles that they themselves could consume or
i.
that could he consumed hy the State Lunatic Asylum.
Primarily the object of prison labor should he
the reformation of the inmates. "The condition of
idling and loafing strikes at the very root of
reformative prison administration, which holds as a
"basis in "bettering the convict for return to the world
that he should be taught manual dexterity in industry
2.
and reconciliation to the hat it of useful employment."
There are now five la."bor systems of employing
prisoners in the United States namely; the contract,
lease, piece- price, public- account and states- use
systems. Under the contract system the state furnished
the "buildings, heat, light and power; the contractor
supplies the machinery and material. The state
furnished the guards hut the contractor, the super-
vision of the work. This type resulted in almost
slavery of the prisoners. As an example we can cite
the Weturnpka Prison at Alabama where in the underwear
factory the inmates work from six A. M. to six P. M.
for fifteen cents per week. Fortunately the contract
3.
system is little used now. The contractor of prison
0. F. Lewis, The Development of American Prisons and
Prison Customs, 1776- 1S45, p. 145.
2. Report to the Commission of Sub- Commission of
gew York State, 1929, p. 6.
3. Cantor, op. cit. p. 303.
••
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made goods has an unfair economic advantage over the
manufacturer using free labor v.hen "both put their
goods on the market for sale. The result is tha,t
great opposition to the system has arisen.
In the Lease System the control of the prisoners
is entirely in the hands of the lessee. As soon as a
man is convicted he is let out to some lessee. It v«as
a system confined mostly to the Southern States and is
"being abolished even there. It is the v;orst form of
enforced labor and most inhuman. Examples of the
viiorst kind co...e from the camps of Florida and Alabama.
The piece- price system is v<here by the contractor
furnishes the materia.l tut the supervisor is entirely
in the hands of the officials of the prison. The
contractor pays to the State a certain amount of
money according to the -work done on the article he
accepts. Hence there is no clashing or prison official
and outside supervisors.
The state- use system is another used in some
penal institutions. By this plan articles are
manufactured but not sold in the open market. What
are not used by the inmates themselves are sent to
other institutions. Hence there is no direct
competition with free labor. There is, hov.ever, an
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indirect one for when articles are made in the
institution the market is more restricted for the
same articles when made "by free labor. There is,
however great inefficiency in the manufacturing in
a penal institution "because of the type of workmen
and other institutions are not always desirous of
securing articles made under such conditions. In
New York this system lacked good results.
There is still another type of prison labor called
the public- account system. The institution supplies
everything from labor to material and shops. In
addition the institution assumes responsibility for
the sale of such articles as it manufactures. The
entire project is under the control of the state and
loss or gain is in the hands of the officials and no
one else. Minnesota and Wisconsin have been very
successful in the manufacture of binder twine for
harvesting machinery in this way. In Minnesota the
manufacturing of farm machinery has been successful
1.
and profitable.
1.
Gillin, op. cit. p. 438,
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There is still another system -which to many is
put under the state- use system. It in the public
works and ways. Here labor of the inmates is used for
the construction and repair of public buildings, roads,
parks and the like. It is used most widely in
Colorado. The Bureau of Labor Statistics at Washington
in 1923 gives us some idea of the type of system used
in the- various institutions. Of 84, 761 convicts,
51, 262 or sixty percent were employed at productive
labor according to the following table;
Contract \2%
Piece Price &%
public Account 26^
State use 51%
Public works 19%
Prison labor has many difficulties which must be
solved. The most recent is the passage of the Hawes-
Cooper Act passed by Congress in 1929 and to take
effect in 1934 declaring that convict made goods are
to be prohibited from being sold outside of the state
where they are ordered for sale. It may mean that
more prisoners will be idle with the market more
confined. The problems which are not yet settled in
regard to prison labor as enumerated by G-illin as
follows
:
1 . Gillin, op. cit. p. 438
t
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1. The best system of prison labor taking into
account all the purposes of such labor.
2. The unproductiveness of prison labor is tied
up with the well known inefficiency of prison labor.
3. The relation of prison industries to free
industries.
4# The problem of reconciling productively with
the reformatory purposes of the correctional institution.
5« The problem of payment of a wage to prisoners.
The question of inefficiency has long been a
question. Perhaps it is the character of the men in
prison. Donald Lowrie, in his book wMy Life in Prison"
tells that of 2000 men in San Quentin Prison 1800 are
able- bodied. They should be able to support eight
or ten thousand people and yet they cost the State
1.
of California an average of $200,000 a year.
In answer to the first question of Grillin as to
which plan of prison labor is the best, Cantor advo-
cates the state- use system as the soundest theory
of prison labor. There, private control a,nd greed
are eliminated.
PAYMENT OS1 PRISONERS FOR LABOR
There is still another angle by which officials
might seek efficiency and that is by paying the
prisoner. It is claimed by Warden Reed of Stillwater
Prison that a payment of a wage to a prisoner has
1.
Donald LowrJe, My Life in Prison, p. 64.
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aided greatly the matter of discipline and has
increased efficiency to a great degree. In some cases
it has doubled the efficiency of output of prison
1.
industries
•
The State of Massachusetts has "been a leader in
this movement. Edward C. R. Bagely. Deputy
Commissioner of the Department of Correction of
Massachusetts has summed up the policy of his state.
"The laws (of Massachusetts) provides that fifty percent
of the money earned "by prison labor is sent home to
the dependents of the individual. Half of the balance,
remains on deposit at the institution, or in the bank,
for them. It is given to them when it is time for
their release. They are allowed to spend some of the
balance in the institution on such articles as they
may desire. At Christmas in 1950 some twenty- six
thousand dollars were d ispensed to the families of the
2.
men.
1.
Report of the Committee on Compensation of Prisoners,
1917, Congress of American Prison Association.
n
^ .
E. C. R. Bagely, Proceedings of the 60th Annual
Congress of the American Prison Association 1930, p. 143.
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At the present there is a movement in Massachusetts
for the repeal of prison wage laws. Prison officials
oppose such a measure, fearing rioting and sabotage.
Commission of Correction, Francis B- Sayre, expressed
his opinion in the Boston Daily Record, March fifteenth,
1933. "There is no doubt that if their wages were
taken av/ay from them the tranquility of the prison
would be broken. Furthermore the present system has
kept down the welfare relief cost of towns and cities.
In 1932 prisoners earned $43,181 of which $27,000 went
1.
to their dependents."
The payment of wages might give to many prisoners
a different mental attitude. As they live da.y after
day in prison the thoughts of those left at home must
come to some of them at least. Crime does not wipe
away every memory of a wife and family suffering
beeause of the wrongs of a father or a brother. Again
where is the justice in making innocent children suffer
privation and want because of the sins of another"?
Payment of wages would certainly help to relieve their
sad plight. Some States have taken up the problem and
IT
Francis B. Sayre, Boston Daily Record, March 15,
1933, p. 9.
••
•
<
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others are following* Tv;enty- seven have a more or
1.
less definite plan of paying wages.
Those opposing the payment of a wage based their
argument on the follov. ing facts
1. Criminals are a heavy "burden to the State,
2. It is unconstitutional to pay.
3. Money in the hands of prisoners is a dangerous
thing. If an ex- prisoner ha,s money he will not look
for work until the money is gone. (2)
More arguments seem to "be given in defense of
payment of wages than those advanced against payment.
They may be summarized as follows :-
1. The criminal law provides for the deprivation
of the convicts liberty only; it does not include the
right to -wages beyond the cost of maintenance.
2<> Some institutions are doing it without a loss
from the profits of goods sold.
3o Payment of a wage to prisoners is an effective
means of their rehabilitation.
4. The practice malces easier discipline in the
prison.
5. It increases industrial efficiency.
6. It reduces the dema.nds upon charity for support
of the family of the convicted man
7. It allows prisoners to make restitution where
it is possible.
M 0n the whole, therefore, must we not conclude
that prisons should be so managed that a wa^-e may be
5.
paid fo all those who are capable of work."
1.
J. L. Gillin, O'd. cit. p. 464.
2.
J. L. Gillin, o;. cit. p. 464.
J. L. Gillin, op. cit. p. 468.
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PROBATION AND HON- INSTITUTIONAL CARE OF
DELINQUENTS
Hon- institutional care of delinquents has "bee lame
one of the most progressive features of modern penolo-
gy. One form of it called probation, applies to
offenders before "being sent to an institution. Parole,
v. ith Which it is sometimes confused, relates to a
person released from the "walls of an institution yet
under control of the authorities of the institution.
It is a means of testing the delinquent to see if he
is ready to "be restored to society and live in
harmony v; ith those around him.
Let us first treat probation. There is alv.ays
a first time even to committing a crime. Correction
before that act becomes a habit, is easier than after
it becomes fixed. Probation is for such cases. The
convicted person is told that the committment to an
institution is held off and he is to he given a
chance to shew that he can conduct himself properly.
Therefore, for a certain length of time he is to be
checked up by reporting to a certain officer at
appointed times. If the conditions laid dcv,n are
satisfactory then the delinquent is to go free without
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even being sent to an institution. If the conditions
of probation are broken then the delinquent will find
himself within the wallr_ of an institution. Probation
like many other improvements started with the treatment
of juveniles and then applied to adult offenders.
In 1878 a probation officer was appointed for the
city of Boston and in 1891 a law was passed requiring
the criminal courts throughout the State of
Massachusetts to appoint a probation officer. By 1921
thirty- five states and the District of Columbia had
adult probation systems. Not all, however, are
mandatory. Due to the good results observed, probation
has been extended to apply to a greater and greater
number of crimes although it does its greatest work
1.
among juvenile offenders. As to the results of
probation we might use the data of The Massachusetts
Commission on Probation covering a period of eight
years and including over 2,000 cases. The report sfys
that ninety- seven percent of those who obeyed the
probation rules and were given their freedom were not
2.
committed for subsenuent offences.
T.
Charles L. Chute, "Probation in Children's Courts"
Federal Children's Bureau, ITo. 80. p. 9.
o(~ «
Report of the Commission on Probation, Massachusetts.
Senate Document, 431. 1924.
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In a study of the New York State Probation
Commission including 100,000 adults put on probation
for fourteen years ending 1921, seventy- seven percent
whose probation terminated during that period were
1.
successful. A recent Baltimore study, however,
does not offer such good testimony of the good results
2.
of probation. However, New York State saw fit to
spend a quarter of a million dollars in 1925 to
3.
establish a bureau of adult probation. Ex- Governor
Roosevelt has been qi oted as author, of the following
words. "in our state we have placed 250,000 offenders
on probation within the last twenty- four years. We
are now placing more than 25,000 yearly, as our courts
and judges have become convinced of the value of the
4.
probation in reducing crime. 1'
t:
J. L. Gillin, op. cit. p. 822.
2.
J. M. Hepbron, "Probation and Penal Treatment in
Baltimore" Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology,
Volume 12, pp 64, 74
3.
N • Cantor, op. cit. Crime, p. 342.
4.
Quoted in Criminal Law & Criminology, Volume XXIII
No. 4, November, December, 1932, p. 639.
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Even where probation has not come up to expectations
it has been found that it is not the fault of the
principle but the fault of the administration. The
report of the Chicago Crime Commission bears out the
truth of this. For, in its report which showed an
increase of serious crimes it attributed their impact
to the administration of probation in the case of
adults. Chute showed that the State of Illinois at
that time did not have sufficient number of trained
probation officers. The Crime Commission itself did
not find fault with probation but with the administra-
1.
tion of it. Those who have studied t&e subject do
not claim that it is error- proof. It must not be
forgotten that even with our scientific knowledge it
is not always possible to tell just who will respond
to the method. But probation is one means of adjust-
ing more perfectly the treatment to the individual.
2 *
Sanford Bates says that, "The need of wise probation
treatment is evident when one considers that a large
h
P™La^6S L:,Ch! te ' op ° cit « The Crime Wave andProbation, The Survey. April 16, 1921, p. 79, 80/
Criminal Report of the Commissioner of CorrectionCommonwealth of Massachusetts, Public DocumenTns?'ivdl
, p. 55 # *
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•
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proportion of our present day crime involves no great
1.
moral turpitude."
Pronation is hampered "by a 1? ck of trained people
to give psychological and social tests. Consequently
many cases are given probation which never should "be,
because they are not fitted for such treatment.
However, probation is a means of salvation to many who
without it might "be contaminated by associations met
inside prison wallt.
Viewed from a financial standpoint, probation is
cheaper. The a.verage cost of supporting a man in
prison is $439. 39, while the cost of one vear's
2.
pronation supervision is $28.39.
••There can "be no doubt", says Gillin, "that
probation represents an enormous saving in money in
those cases where it can be applied without danger to
society. It cannot be applied to all cases but is
1.
Sa.nford Bates, quoted in Criminal Law & Criminology,
Volume XXIII, No. 4. November, December, 1932, p. 640.
2.
Chute, op. cit. "The probation systems './ha t it is s
What it may "become". Bulletin of the National Society
of Penal Information. December, 1923, p. 9.
t
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especially applicable to family desertion, non- support
and certain forms of crime against property. Since
these represent the largest percentage of crime the
1.
monetary importance is significant."
In summary, v, e may say that if society wishes to
save the first offender and the young, probation is a
means. Often times it is impossible to be sure who is
a first offender, tut with officials "becoming more and
more trained the good results mill increase and the bad
points diminish if me make use of experience. Of course
the probation process is not intended for all offenders.
It is for the selected few, picked in many cases by the
psychiatrist. It is on the way to adoption in all our
Q
criminal courts in dealing with the problem of crime.
Gillin lists certain principles which must be
observed in probation work.
(l) Good probation work must be based on;
1. Thorough investigation.
2. Investigation and treatment must be individuajpL
ized.
3. The term of probation should not be fixed in
advance
.
4. The aome and neighborhood must be used to
rehabilitate those on probation especially juvenile
offenders
.
T.
Sill in, op. cit. p. 826.
2.
Judge Cockran quoted in article on "The United States
Probation System, Criminal La1,, and Criminology. Volume
JLX.111, Ho. 4, II uv ember, Ueuembel' 1932, p. 039 o
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5. Both diagnosis and treatment must take
account of physical and mental conditions.
6. Special social organizations and groups may
profitably be used supplementary to the regular
probation officers in certain cases
.
7. A definite plan should be formulated for
the client.
8. Probation officers should be trained.
9. Probation officers must be Hill paid.
10. Supervision should not be lax nor too close.
11. Bach case must be handled by the ca.se \^ork
method
.
12o Probation should be extended to rural
c ommunit ies
.
13. State supervision is necessary for effective
work. (1)
PAHOLjl
Parole is the release of a prisoner from an
institution v»ho remains under the supervision of some
authority. A convicted man is sentenced to serve not
less than a certain length of time or not more. Parole
or release from the institution can come at some time
in between. The way in which he acts \~hile in prison
determines the time at v;hich he may be paroled. Its
aim is laudatory; it seeks to restore the delinquent
to his place in society as soon as possible.
1.
J. L. Gillin, op. cit. pp. 851- 840.
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Parole is possible from three different kinds of
institutions in the United States, namely, state prisons
reformatories and industrial schools for juvenile
delinquents. Since 1910, parole of Federal prisoners
has "been possible except those serving life sentence
I.
and since 1913 even those "became eligible,
THiile it is impossible to determine the exact
number of successful parole cases it is the opinion of
those v,ho have given time to the study of the method it
is an important device in the treatment of criminals.
The question is v<ho should "be paroled and hov; soon.
The following principles have "been s u ggested by Gillinj
1, Careful diagnosis of the prisoners "by experts.
2, Selection for parole only those vihose release
YJi34 not outrage the sense of justice of the community
from \vhich they came.
3, Selection for parole only those inma.tes, the
study of whom shov;s that they "will probably do well
on release,
4, Proper employment should always be secured
before a convict is paroled.
5, Placement in proper surroundings.
6, The institution must prepare for parole.
7, Ca.reful folia;.- up is absolutely necessary.
8, Cooperation v;ith public and private social
agenc ies
,
9, Host states should have full time paid parole
"board
.
10, Paroles and pardons should be under the same
b oard
1.
Barnes. Journal of Criminal Lav; & Criminology, Volume
XIII, August 1922, p. 175.
••
•
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11. This "board should "be composed not of
political appointees "but of men of intelligence and
integrity having experience in such matters.
12, The responsibility for paroles should rest
upon this record.
13, Paroles success is connected with the
extension of the indeterminate sentence.
14. parole officers must "be numerous enough and
v.ell trained enough to give adequate supervision, (l)
HEEETEHMIIIATE SENTENCE
"The indeterminate sentence is a device by \<hich
the termination df imprisonment is left within limits
of minimum and maximum Denalties fixed "by the court
2.
or legislature, to administrative "board." It
differs from parole in that a person v. ith an
indeterminate sentence once he has been released from
an institution is really discharged and not under the
supervision bf that institution in any v,ay.
About 1889, Hen York passed an indeterminate
sentence lan, but the courts used it very little at .
that time. Hoy. most states have it if they wish to
employ it for certain types of crime. It has, hov;ever,
some strong objections. Some of them as given by
Sutherland are;
1. The indeterminate sentence takes into account
nothing but the reformation.
1.
J. L. Gillin, op. cit.
2
«"R. TT. Snt.hprla.nd, op. cit. p. 510^
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2. There is no satisfactory method of determining
when a prisoner has reformed.
3. The feeling of guards toward prisoners might
determine the length of time in an institution.
4. Prisoners tend to v.ork for good reports rather
than for reformation.
5. It is unconstitutional in some states.
6. There are not men sufficiently trained for such
v.ork and many unsuitable would "be appointed. (1)
Because of the recent apparent failure of the
pardoning power of the Governor of Massachusetts and
his Council this question of the indeterminate sentence
is brought to the attention of the public in many
newspaper articles.
Chairman Prank A. Brook of the Massachusetts
State Board of Parole believes that the present policy
of allowing a judge to sentence an offender to an
indeterminate sentence is not the best one. Neither
does he think that the determination of the length of
a prisoner*s sentence should be left to the warden of a
reformatory or Jail. He is quoted as saying that what
Massachusetts really needs is legislation that would
leave the determination of sentence within certain
2.
bounds, in the hands of the parole authorities.
1.
E. H. Sutherland, op. cit. 518.
2.
"Are unreformed convicts being dumped on the public
through too easy pardons." Boston Sunday Post, p. A-8
February 5th, 1933.
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Those in favor of an indeterminate sentence hold
that no one can fix in advance the length of time it
•will take for a prisoner to reform. The actions of
the prisoner in an institution are the most trustworthy.
Again, an indeterminate sentence is a ray of hope to
one confined in prison since it lets him decide how
soon he may "be set free. It certainly is a step
forward in the modern methods of criminology awaiting
only for "better means of application and the handling
of men once they are released.
PARDONS
A pardon is an act of mercy or clemency ordinarily
by an executive by v.hich a criminal is excused from the
penalty which has teen imposed upon him. It may be
conditional or absolute. It is conditional when the
guilt is wiped away on certain conditions to be
fulfilled by the convicted person. If these conditions
are not complied witji, then the pardon is void and the
remainder of the sentence must be served. Commutation
of sentence similar to a pardon is a shortening of the
penalty.
1~
Sutherland, op. cit. p. 499.
ton University
Scnool of Education
.
Library - ^
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The power of pardon rests with different agents
in different states. In some states the governor has
complete power while in others the governor f s power is
limited "by a council. In dealing with offenders of the
federal lavs,, the President has the paw er to grant
pardons except in cases of impeachment. Hot all,
however, who are recommended for pardon receive it,
for in 1921 there were 1116 applications for pardon
from federal institutions. Of this number only 485
received the pardon.
The main purpose of granting pardons is to correct
injustice as far as possible, vdien it has "been found to
exist. Other reasons advanced are advanced age of
prisoners; serious illness; need of the family of the
prisoner and adequate reformation of the prisoner. That
there are injustices in our judicial system is seldom
doubted. Gillin says: H there is little question that
under our present methods of judicial procedure justice
p
—
<
.
is not guaranteed. Often times when the penalty for
a specific crime is fixed by a legislature act the
judge feels that in the particular case before him the
fixed legal punishment is too severe yet he can do
nothing. Power of the pardon
17
Sutherland, op. cit. p. 502, from United States
Attorney General Report, 1921.
2
* Q,uoted in Gillin, op. cit. 779,
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can correct this injustice after the prisoner has
served time commensurate with his crime. Farole helps
in some cases yet the law rec uires a certain part of
the sentence to "be served which may be too long in a
specific case. Judging from the use made of it by
most governors they must think it one means of justice.
Goodrich, in an article on "The Use and Abuse of the
Power to Pardon" quotes a governor as follows: "After
nearly four years of experience and a careful study of
the whole question I am fully convinced that the
public interest is best served, the reform of the
prisoner more certainly attained and the welfare of
the family and the immediate community advanced by a
liberal but discriminating use of the pardoning power
than by its harsh and restricted use. Mistakes will
be made but for every mistake scores of men will be
restored to society never again to transgress the law,
many families united and made happy, the just demands
of the law satisfied and society benefited by such a
1.
policy .
"
T7
Goodrich, "The Use and Abuse of the rower to Pardon"
Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology, Volume XI.,
November 1920, p. 339.
c<
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In 1929 there were 25,000 persons on probation
1
in Massachusetts while 19,000 were in prisons or jails.
The pardoning power resting in the hands of a Governor
is often assailed. Those opposing "base their conviction
on the following arguments:
1. Governors are often influenced by sentiment or
emotion rather than "by the "best interest of society.
2. Political pressure often forces the hand of
the Governor.
3. It gives too much power to a Governor.
4. The Governor because of his many other duties
can not give sufficient time to consider the case from
all angles.
5. All have not the same chance since the question
of money enters in.
6. If carried to excess, disregard for the law
will follow. (2)
These reasons, how ever, have some weight as long
as there are no regulations according to which pardons
are given. Some states have made an effort at this
work but they vary according to the different states
making them. If the indeterminate sentence were the
only sentence given there would be no need for pardon
since parole could take care of those who are held
unjustly or when ready to return to society at large.
1.
"Are unreformed convicts being dumped on the public
thru too easy pardons," Boston Sunday Post, p. A- 8,
February 5, 1933.
p
•—
.
Gillin, opl cit. p. 781, 782.
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But as long as the government retains its present
procedure in criminal courts pardons serve a good
purpose. For according to custom it fits the
punishment to the crime rather than upon the nature of
the man and the circumstances under which the crime
v;as committed. With all its faults the pardoning pov;er
provides an escape from intolerable injustice. In order
to escape the mistakes made by a governor exercising
the power to pardon, several suggestions have "been made.
They may "be summarized thus:
1. He should act upon the advice of other
off ic ials
.
2. Pardons and paroles should be handled by the
same board since they are so closely related in their
purpose namely the release of a prisoner.
3. A most thorough investigation of each case
should be made.
4* Each case should be considered on its merits
alone without the intervention of any outside party, (l)
Opponents often condemn the pardon system because
of one failure. This is evident from the criticism
heaped upon Governor Ely of Massachusetts in January
1933 o A pardoned alien was picked up with burglar* s
tools and a revolver. Immediately some said that,
through pardon, criminals 'were being turned out of
jails into the public streets. This opinion, however,
J. L. Gillin, op. cit. p. 781. 782.

seems groundless. Albert Carter, State Commissioner
of Probation, in a newspaper article in the Eoston
Sunday Post, February 5th, 1933, says that over many
years the humane treatment of offenders has worked out
to the benefit of the community and the individual and
there is no breakdown of the system because of one
sensational apparent failure.
TREATMENT OF JUVEBTLES
It is evident to anyone who has any information
relative to crime that lack of proper training and
supervision in early years disposes a youth for a
criminal career later in life. Records seem to reveal
that in a majority of cases the criminal has "been a
delinquent child. Of 500 cases studies by Sheldon and
Eleanor Glueck, over four- fifths of the reformatory
inmates were known to have been arrested for offenses
other than and prior to that for which they had been
sentenced to the reformatory. The average age of the
first arrest for the entire group was slightly over
sixteen years. Forty- two percent were known to have
1.
been first arrested at fourteen years of age or less.
T.
Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, 500 Criminal Careers, p.
148.
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The terra juvenile delinquency is a "broad one.
Considered in a legal sente it means an offense
committed "by a person sixteen years of age or under
which otherwise would "be a specific criminal offense.
Again reference to juvenile delinquency implies such
social misconduct warranting interference "by some
1.
social or extra- legal agency.
In treating crime among juveniles we should
consider two things,
First- there is a lack of responsibility or
discernments in juueniles. The child because of
undeveloped mentality does not understand the situation
and therefore, lacks intent.
Second- criminal courts are based on the
assumption of vicious depravity of criminals and severe
penalties are effective in deterring others from crime.
The best method of handling children, hov. ever, would
2.
be to guard and protect rather than punish.
Nathaniel Cantor- Crime, Criminals and Criminals
Justice, p. 73.
2.
H. H. Lou, Juvenile Courts, in the United States, p. 19
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JUVE1TIL3 COURTS
It is generally accepted that the first juvenile
court not only in the United States tut in the world
began in 1399 with the establishment of the Chicago
Juvenile Court called the "Juvenile Court of Cook county."
It provided that in countries v, ith a population over
500,000 the circuit court judges should designate one
of their number to hear all juvenile cases. About the
same time, Denver, Colorado established a juvenile court
It f 01101": ed the passage of a school law by the
legislature. "Any child between the ages of eight and
fourteen years and sixteen years v.ho cannot read the
English language or not engaged in some regular
employment, who is habitual truant from school-- or
vho is in attendance at any school -- and is incorrigible,
vicious or immoral in conduct, or one who habitually
wanders about the streets and public places during
school hours, having no business or lawful occupation
1".
shall be deemed a juvenile disorderly person."
Judge Lindsey then established a juvenile court fo
special hearings of delinquent children 1 s cases. Since
that time many states have established such courts under
1.
H. H. Lou, opl cit. p. 21, from Laws of Colorado,
1899, chapter 136,
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different conditions and methods of procedure. Mrs,
Eveline Belden of the United States Department of
Labor in 1918 made a study of juvenile courts for the
Children^ Bureau Publication. The essential features
were found to be as follow s:-
1. Separate hearings for children f s cases.
2. Informal or chancery procedure, including the
use of petition or summons.
3o Regular probation service, both for investiga-
tion and for supervisory care.
4. Detention separate from adults.
5. Special court and probation records, both
legal and social. 1.
6 Provision for mental and physical examination.
Although most states have juvenile courts only
a few carne up to the minimum standards of the Children^
Bureau which recommend courts report ing:-
" (a) separate hearings for children
(b) officially authorized probation service.
(c) the recording of social information" (2)
The jurisdiction over children in thete courts is
chancery and not criminal so that emphasis is placed
on the vital social facts at home and environment
including physical and mental condition of the child.
There are many points of conflict between the
juvenile and the criminal court. Two of the important
ones are the question of jurisdictional age and the
1.
Belden, "Courts in the United States, hearing childre
cases", Children's Bureau Publication, No. 65, p. 10.
2
« Trillin, op. cit. p. 795.
n» s
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nature of the offense which the juvenile court
should handle. According to the figures given, out
of 175,000 children's cases brought "before courts only
to
50,000 came in courts adapted hearing children's cases.
The age limit under which a juvenile court may
obtain jurisdiction varies from sixteen to twenty- one
years of age. The tendency of recent statistics has
been to increase the limit to the eighteenth birthday
,
in conformity with the recommendations of the committee
appointed by the United States Children's Bureau in
2.
1921. This has one objection, namely that increasing
the age limit will increase the number of cases of
courts already over- burdened.
The delinquent child offers the greatest problem
for juvenile courts. The survey made by Belden in
19 10 shows that fifty- eight percent of the cases in
children's courts were delinquent cases. Here again
there is a difficulty as to just what constitutes a
delinquent. For the definition of child delinquency,
T7
Belden, op. cit. p. 14.
>
H. H. Lou, op. cit. p. 48.
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H. H. Lou has given a very inclusive one. He says
a delinquent child is commonly defined "by statistics,
"as any child under a certain year of age who,
1. Violates a state lav* or local ordinance, except
crimes punishable "by death or life imprisonment.
2. Is wayward, incorrigible or habitually
d isobed ient
.
3. Associates with thieves, criminals vagrants or
vicious persons.
4. Is growing up in idleness or crime.
5. Know ingly visits a saloon, pool room, billiard
room or gambling place.
6. Wanders about streets at night.
7. Wanders at but railroad yards, jumps on moving
trains or enters any car or engine without authority.
8. Habitually uses or writes vile, indecent or
obscene language.
9. Absents himself from home without just cause
or without consent of parent or guardian.
10. Is immoral or indecent.
11. Is an habitual truant." (l)
Juvenile courts also tend to treat dependent and
neglected children. The dependent and neglected child
is usually defined as any child under a certain year
of age who is:-
1. Destitute.
2. Homeless.
5. Abandoned.
4. Dependent upon the public for support.
5. Without proper parental care or guardianship.
6. Begging or receiving alms.
7. Found living with vicious or disreputable
persons
.
8. In a home unfit because of neglect cruelty or
depravity on the part of the parents.
1.
H. H. Lou, op. cit. pp. 53, 54.
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9. Peddling or playing a musical instrument or
singing in a public place.
10. In surroundings dangerous to morals, health
or general welfare, or such as to warrant that the
state assume guard ianship. ( l)
This is really a "blanket definition to include
any child in need of guardian ship. In some states
the juvenile court is given, jurisdiction over mentally
defective children.
In furthering the spread of juvenile courts certair
conditions are noticed, among them are,
1. That "no court can do its v;ork unless it gives
a careful physical, mental and social examination to
children
.
2. There must "be coordination in the trial and
treatment of juvenile cases and family cases such as
desertion, non- support and the like.
3. Juvenile court v;ork and probation must "be
supported and supervised "by the state.
4. The various social agencies of the community
should vjork together.
5. The standards "both of judges and probation
officers "be raised.
6. The juvenile court is merely palliative; that
vihich is needed is prevention" (2)
As to the success of the juvenile court there is
strong disagreement, Judge Lindsey sa.id, "One probation
officer, earnestly and enthusiastically engaged in his
v; ork v; .ill do more in the course of a year to prevent
1.
H. H. Lou, op. cit. p. 54.
Gillin* op. cit. pp. 797- 798
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crime than the "best District Attorney can do in five
year« in prosecuting crime. M On the other hand,
Judge Baker of the juvenile court of V/ells County,
Colorado, said "The only conclusion any one familiar
v;ith even the "best of them can reach is that in
providing machinery for the reformation of incorrigible
X.
children they have failed."
In seeking methods to improve the work of the
juvenile court the two most important arej-
1. To merge the juvenile court v.ith the general
family court.
2. To transfer most or all of the work of the
juvenile court to the schools.
The National Probation Association and American
Institute of Criminal Lav, and Criminology have both
recommended amalgamation. In treating correction, it
is urged that the school can do that v»ork better than
the court. It has the facilities and lack the stigma
attached to work done by the court.
Regardless of its ov. n success or failure the
juvenile court system has given one outstanding
contribution namely; the establishment of children's
Y.
Quoted in Sutherland, op. cit. p. 299.
I
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clinics for the scientific study and understanding of
personality problems and problems of conduct and
"behavior and psychological situations in relations
1.
to Troth causation and preventive treatment, Barnes
says that more progress has been ma.de in regard to the
scientific understanding of the causes and prevention
of crime in the last cuarter of a century than in the
2.
preceding tv. o thousand years.
CRIMINAL JURISPRUDENCE CP THE PRESENT DAY AKD ITS
DEFECTS
There have been four phases of criminal juris-
prudence from the remote past to the present time.
The first was an era of vengeance; the second, that
of repression^ the third, that of attempted reformation
and rehabilitation; the fourth of which we see as yet
bu the early dawn, is that of prevention. Society
has tried one after another with the underlying desire
to get rid of the criminal. Each successive type has
been an improvement over the former. The last, namely,
that of prevention, is being tried today be enlightened
penologists the country over.
T.
H. H. Lou, op, cit. p. 199.
H. E. Barnes, The Repression of Crime, p. 7.
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Courts have always played an important part in
criminology. In early tines it was found that private
punishment v,as extremely costly. Consequently, public
courts came into existence. These, like other
enterprises conducted "by human "he ings , have their
weaknesses which may te summed up thus;
1. Undue influence which allows the guilty to
escape.
2. Heedless delays due to intricacies of
procedure
.
3. The sporting theory of judicial procedure.
4. The lack of organization in the court system.
Ex- President Taft said that "the administration of
1.
criminal Ian is a disgrace to our civilization."
These defects, especially the first, are a distinct
advantage to certain criminal lawyers, who, with plenty
of money, at their command bring about the freedom
of rich but guilty clients. This type of lawyer does
not try to conceal his motives as is evident from the
following statement, "one firm of criminal lawyers in
Cleveland was known as the Counsels for the Internation-
al Association of Pickpockets; both members of the firm
were formerly associates of a prosecuting attorney
2.
for the county: one was a former police- prosecutor."
c
Quoted by Sutherland in "Criminology, t>. 255.
2.
Gillin, op. cit. p. 743.
i
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These men used every technical device possible to free
a client though he ce guilty.
In a survey of criminal justice in Cleveland, Ohio
in 1920 a study r.as made of 4499 cases of felony. The
result showed that only fourteen percent v. ere found
guilty of either felony or misdemeanor. This study
gave many illustrations of the working of political
influences upon the machinery of justice in Cleveland
to show that some indictment can "be made against the
1.
court.
One of the most valuable devices for the criminal
is a. delaying of the trial. This gives a chance for
interest to lag and "witnesses to disappear or forget#
The average time intervening "between arrest and final
disposition of cases in the common pleas court of
Cleveland (1919) was 69.3 dsys. One striking case is
described "by Professor Sutherland, in "Criminology " •
"During 1920 a wealthy man was indicted on a charge of
sedition: two months were required in securing a jury
and 1200 prospective juries were examined: it has
"been asserted that in a similar trial in Canada a jury
2.
was secured in ten minutes."
K
Gillin, op. cit. p. 750
2.
Sutherland, op. cit. p. 261.
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Due to these outstanding faults a demand is "being
made for the abolition of the jury, and a committee of
legally trained men do their work. However, proof is
lacking that education alone, along such lines, makes a
man more honest or more sincere in his judgment.
THE BRIGC-S LAW OF LIASSAOIUSETTS
In 1921 Massachusetts passed the Sriggs Xaw which
required that any person indicted for a capital offense
and any person hound over or indicted for a felony who
had previously "been convicted of a felony or indicted
more than once for any offense is under the law to he
reported to the State Department of Mental Diseases.
The Department then appoints two psychiatrists who,
after examining the defend ent, report on his mental
condition. This resort is available to the court,
district attorney, defense counsel and the probation
officer. This eliminates the conflict of pseudo
psychiatrists of whom we hear so much today and is a
decided improvement.
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THE BAUMES LAW OF BIW YORK
In August of 1925 a group 01 men, leaders in
political and business life, met in Hew York to find
out the causes of the increase of crime. From this
meeting developed the national Crime Commission and the
Hew York State Crime Commission.
The latter Commission set out to study the crime
situation, the administration of criminal justice and
the punishment for crime. Senator Caleb Baumes "became
its chairman. Twenty four "bills were formulated and
all "but two passed, most of them "becoming effective
July 1, 1926. These were knov.n as the Baumes Lavs.
They were aimed at the use of fire arms and the
habitual criminal. Conviction of a fourth felony
regardless of the nature of the felony meant life
imprisonment. The most revolutionary change in
procedure was in the imposition of life imprisonment
upon felonies in other than murder charges. The law
is mandatory and executive clemency is the only
1.
remedy for dealing with exceptional cases.
1.
Haynes, opi cit. p. 138.
<
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The Baumes Laws depends upon severity as a
deterrent. 7/hether it gains the end it seeks, remains
to "be seen. It has not had a Hide enough application
to form accurate conclusions. Its effects thus far
in Hen York have not led other states to follow.
Wa.rden Lawes of Sing Sing says, "I maintain that a
fourth offender law like the one now in effect in
Hew York State is not the proper measure of a man's
1.
qualifications for a life sentence."
Criminal procedure, as practiced today, is
"blamed "by some as a cause for the increase in crime.
The president of the Prison Association of Uew York
said a few years ago that "pf all the agencies and
influences that tend to the increase of crime in the
United States, it is safe to say that the penal codes
and the primitive system of the criminal lav.,
inheritances from the middle ages, s.re the most potent
2.
and insidious."
Lewis fi* Lawes, "Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing"
p. 586.
2.
Haynes, op. cit. p. 111.
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SOCIALIZATION OF COURTS
Dean Pound of the ^rvard Lav; School advocates a
change or an infusion of social ideas into the tradi-
tional element of criminal lav.. The right course is--
rt to provide a nev; set of premises, a new order of
ideas in such form that the courts may use them and
develop thern into a modern system by judicial experience
1.
of a-ctnai experience."
Hr. Reginald Smith, of the Boston Bar, in
issuing a report for the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, criticises the court "but not
the judges. In his five years investigation he found
that justice is denied to the poor cut not intention-
ally. He specified the serious imperfections in our
present administration of justice as follows:
1. Reorganization of courts,
2. Simplification of procedure,
3. Eoualization of administration of justice.
4. Lack of a Bureau of Justice. (2)
He holds that the machinery of justice needs
revision constantly. Progressive society changes its
needs, Conseouently the lav; must change constantly.
T.
Roscoe pound, The Spirit of the Common Law, p. 192,
2
Reginald Smith, "Justice and the roor" quoted "by
Hayn e s in C r im in o 1 o gy .
i
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Respect for the lav can come only when people
believe in its justice. However, even the uneducated
man knows of cases where the use of large sums of
money has "brought freedom to one ioiown to be a criminal.
But yet it is not unlawful for any man to spend his
money to gain freedom. What is unfair, is that, one
man has that means at hand while a poor man is
deprived of agents to present his case. There is a
legal recognition in most states of the right of the
accused person to legal assistance tut no really
effective plan has been developed for the actual
application of the accepted principle. Attempts have
"been ms.de, however, in supplying a public defender and
legal aid. They do not guarantee justice to the poor
"because a case often becomes a game with the
prosecution and defense on opposite sides. HA prefer-
able method would "be to get rid of the whole conten-
tious procedure and substitute for it a plan for the
scientific determihati on of guilt similar to that
1.
in most Juvenile courts." Our courts need to be
socialized, that is they should be interested not
alone in determining guilt or innocence but in learning
Hayhes, op. cit. p. 130
»
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what to do v. ith the offender. One progressive
suggestion has "been made that the larger courts should
"be equipped with a staff of investigators to direct
the use of all the machinery that the state has for
the care of criminals.
To the end that the poor may have the same chance
as the wealthy, Dr. Louis U, Robinson, secretary of
the Hew York State Crime Commission, offers the plan
of paying fines "by the installment. Then no man would
go to prison only "because he is poor.
Dr. Stearns, a former Commissioner of Correction
of Massachusetts, "brings out the fact that the courts
should have a "better attitude toward probation
officers. Probation is a firmly established
institution "but it needs more officers. All the data
possible is needed in the treatment of criminals,
but a small number of probation officers are limited
in the amount of work they can do. "V.'hen probation
has developed to a greater extent the court will be
in a position to assume its responsibility for the
2.
control of crime.
To
Robinson, op. cit. p. 320.
<-\
Stearns, op. cit. p. 119.
1»
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CLEARING HOUSE IDEA
Dr. Stearns also sees the need of a clearing
house for observation and study prior to sentence.
For, the investigation should include the equipment
of the individual and the social situation from which
he has come. The court has not the time for such
study, yet, often times a full study of a case will
eliminate disastrous results to the criminal and his
family. It may reduce recidivism and thereby save the
government a large amount of money.
It is the clearing house where assignment to a
type of institution suitable for his type can take
place. Here the effects of environment and heredity
may be -weighed. Environment seems to be most
significant while heredity may play some small part.
Dr. Spaulding and Dr. Healy after studying a thousand
cases make the follov. ing statement. "We repeat that in
the study of a thousand cases we find no proof of the
existence of hereditary criminalistic traits as such.
Of course we cannot absolutely deny such inheritance,
but judging by cur studies, we feel that careful
observations elsewhere will bring forward evidence
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1.
rather against such a theory, than in favor of it."
Unity of action is necessary for success in every
endeavor. The treatment of criminals is no exception.
Coordination must "be made "between the police, the
courts and the prisons. Each should know what the
other is trying to do. Stearns thinking that "perhaps
a future ministry of justice may "be necessary in order
to coordinate the work of the various agencies now
2 •
working independently." For now, there are many
ways through which dangerous criminals can escape and
many harmless unfortunate people are ruined by their
prison experiences.
1.
Edith R. Spaulding : Willian Healy, "Inheritance as
a Factor in Criminality." Bulletin of the American
Academy of Medicine. Volume W. No. 1. February, 1914.
2.
Stearns, op. cit. p. 128.
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CHAPTER V
PREVENTIVE MEASURES
The newest phase of penology IB the preventive.
If prevention can reduce the number of criminals the
need for remedies within the prison will "be diminished.
As matters now stand even w ith the improvements which
have come into exis tence ,men still apply fear and hate
to the criminal. The restoration of the prisoner has
"been last in our list of objectives.
Ifmen are to stem the tide of crime £hey must not
only seek the means of treatment "but the causes which
make the criminal. For, as medicine nov. seeks means
of prevention of diseases, so penologists seeking the
good of society must treat the sources of infection.
To be sure, there are several difficulties in this
work among Yvhich the greatest are lack of money,
ignorance and opposing interests. Until recently most
of the suggestions offered have been idealistic and
lacking in power of application.
OPPOSITION TO THE MOVEMENT*
Opposition is commonly met in newspapers v.hich
deprived of their sensational news, would feel
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the pinch in a smaller circulation. The cheap show
in losing its vulgarity and suggestive settings would
play to empty seats. The increase of psychiatric
clinics w oulci increase the tax rate. Consequently
society seems willing to sit "back and apply the
"laissez faire" method not aware of the fact, however,
that they are paying an enormous price for crime by
their inactivity along preventive lines.
Science offers its great gift only after' a great
deal of research. In treating crime the same method
must he used. "Every case record should he a
diagnosis of the community as well as of the community.
The clearing house with its "bureau of research should
te able to secure such information regarding heredity
community relations and individual traits as will
give th| desired clues to policies of prevention of
cr ire "
Prevention may te considered under two heads,
environmental and personal. Since ^rime is always
the effect of a particular personality reacting to a
particular environment any comprehensive progress for
Sutherland, op. cit. p. 621.
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the prevention of crime v,/ould necessarily include
every measure that so modifies the individual or his
environment a.s to decrease the kind of function that
1.
results in snti- social conduct
PREVENTION AMOITG YOUTHS
The problem of society is, therefore, to prevent
the development of offenders v-hose careers are
antagonistic to progress and the social order. This
v, ork must be started early for the age of offenders
is declining. In 1915, of 86,625 persons admitted
to the city and district prisons of the Department of
Correction of the city of Nev5 York, 47, 576 vsere under
thirty years. Hence x>e see the need of treatment among
the young.
STERILIZATION
One policy being urged by many and opposed by
many others is sterilization of certain types of
criminals so that no criminal may have children to
carry on that criminal character any longer. This plan
To
Barnes, op. cit. p. 421.
(
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is "based on the assumption that criminality is heredi-
tary. But that argument lacks proof. Those people who
hold that criminality is hereditary offer as a striking
example the Jukes family of Uev; York. Goddard Vvho has
studied the Kallikak family thinks that every feeble-
minded person is a potential criminal. Whether he
"becomes a criminal depends upon his temperament and
1.
environment.
INFLUENCES OF HEREDITARY
At the present time, hovjever, not enough evidence
is produced to show that hereditary is such a strong
influence that it requires extreme measures. Gillin,
says, "Crime as such cannot "be inherited. Crime is
a social phenomena produced by a combination of the
bodily and mental characteristics of the individual
and the environment acting upon that responding
personality. A part of personality ie the result of
biological characteristics inherited from our ancestors
2.
"but crime ir not a unit characteristic." Men do
inherit characteristics which may lead to criminality
but do not inherit the criminality itself. "If
any trait is inherited which predisposes to crime we
do not know what it is-- Consequently there is no
T.
Gillin, op. cit. p. 170.
2
*Gillin f op. cit. p. 159,
I
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evidence that criminality would be reduced appreciably
by a universal application of sterilization laws to
the feeble minded or insane though such laws might
1.
have some other advantages,"
Goddaro , after making a study of feeble minded in
this country, thinks that every such person is a
potential criminal, '..hether he becomes such, depends
upon his temperament and environment. The last factor
is that which society can influence. Certain very low
types must be segregated and protected in every way.
Society must become an engineer for them thereby
bringing about prevention of more criminals. It is
indeed difficult to enumerate the exact causes of
crime for they are complex, poverty, ignorance,
idleness, insanity, crowded conditions, wars, broken
homes, divorce, greed and numerous others have been
called causes. However, Wines says that the opposite
of these may be causes also. "Ho one has discovered
a real cause of crime in an individual who has not
put his finger upon the precise point at which this
2.
anti- social reaction took place."
1.
Sutherland, op. cit. p. 622.
2.
Wines, op. cit. Punishment and Reformation, p. 417.
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Healy in his study of 1,000 cases to find the
causative factors placed mental abnormal it ies first
and defective homes second.
MAIN SOURCES OP PREVENT I01J
There are four main channels through v- hich the
v.ork of prevention can flew
,
namely the church, the
home, the community and the school.
THE CHURCH. The church from its very nature vias
instituted to improve man's moral conduct. Its norm
v;as the ten commandments of God and those which it
made to secure its efficiency. Since it is made up
of human "beings, its clergy ty their laxity has
endured criticism. At times in fact some of the
clergy have been lacking in intelligence in the
application of its principles. One example is the
workings of the "Inquisition" in the Middle Ages.
But these^ust "be judged according to the "beliefs and
practices of that time and not according to modern
standards. But now the state has assumed much of the
v;ork v;hich it used to perform. Its great power nor.
William Healey, The Individual Delinquent, p. 130
»
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rests in having a -well trained army of leaders whose
interest will extend outside the four walls of the
building. Cne of the means vihich it is using is the
fostering, of wholesome recreational hat its. It csn
establish gymnasiums and playgrounds "Kith competent
supervision, form clubs to interest youths in their
spare time and conduct socials of a wholesome nature
and educate its children.
THE HOKE. The home used to be the place where
the child received many of his first impressions and
ideas. But now conditions are changed. Rather
than play at home under supervision of parents and
relations the child now goes away. This is necessary
in may cases especially in crowded tenement districts.
Seldom do fathers and mothers take part in the
amusement of their children. Often times they do not
know where they are. Hence impressions are received
by the young in diverse other places, some of which
are not wholesome. The absence of this parental
supervision leads often to truancy. The disastrous
effects are mentioned by the Director of Attendance
of the Department of Education of the City of Hew York.

Of 6,862 cases of truancy, 1,528 cases were those
v. hen some one other than the father was the guardian.
Often this is a "broken home where mother or father
has left or one has died. In other cases the mother
may "be compelled to leave her children and go out to
v. o rk •
Many parents themselves are in dire need of
education. They do not know -what is test for the
child since they themselves were "brought up in filthy
and unwholesome surroundings. This applies more to
the mother for to her falls the greater part of the
supervision of the child since the father is usually
away most of the day. Sorry to relate her methods are
often detrimental to the "best interest of the child.
This is evident especially in the school when the
mother upholds and defends her child though she
knows she has dene wrong. Lewis, in his took, "The
Offender" enumerates four types of inefficient mothers.
First, is the parasite mother who regards her child
as a source of income. She cares little where the
child gets the money so long as he or she gets it.
Secondly, there is the sentimental mother who helps
the child lose his own self control ty pampering.
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Thirdly, there is the immoral and careless mother v.ho
is a source of danger to her own children. Fourthly,
there is the sick mother who must "be cared for "by the
children rather than vice versa. "In all cases," says
Lev, is, "the way out seems to "be to improve home
conditions and relieve the child wholly from parental
restraint and control only w hen it is evident that
progress and proper development are not otherwise
possible for the influence of parent upon the child
is of grea.t conseouence, for which there is seldom
1.
an effective substitute."
It is difficult to reach the home v; ith a
definite progiam of improvements since so many, even
those v;ho need advice, resent it. Sometimes it is
ignorance, another time it is false self respect »
Some agency, however, must reach such homes as are
unfit to rear children. Here the visiting teacher can
"be of value by observing home conditions and
notifying the proper authorities.
1.
Burdette Levis, "The Offender", p. 262.
c
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Broken homes play a large part in the causation of
delinquent children. Statistics on the juvenile court
of Pontiac, Michigan show that from sixty to seventy
1
percent of juvenile delinquents come from "broken homes.
The same author also found that the children of
divorced parents frequently find their way into the
divorce courts. Hence there is a great need of
education in adults to prevent disastrous results in
the children. The Commission of Causes of Crime of
Uev; York State "believes that the habits formed in
children are faster than colors dyed in wool. Consequen
ly since the habits of parents are imitated "by the
child, then education in right living must "be given to
many parents.
THE SCHOOL. The school is one of the principle
agencies in the work of crime prevention, yet, it has
failed to a great extent to adjust itself to changing
social conditions. Glueck found that of 608 admitted
to Sing Sing the "beginning of delinquency could be
2.
traced "back to the school period in many cases.
1.
P. J. Covert, "Family Conservation and the Divorce
Court 11 The ITewer Justice and the Courts- National
Probation Association, Incorporated, Sew York, 1927.
2.
The Delinquent Child, Section IV. White House
Conference on Chile Health and Protection, p. 99.
(t
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Practically all juvenile del inq uents are of
school age, thereby, involving the school in their
delinquency. "Truancy is not only the acknowledged
milieu of many of the more disturbing maladjustments
"but, also, usually the earliest overt indicator of a
more serious failure in life adjustment that may have
1.
been of long standing."
Educators claim the school was instituted for
the good of the child but they do not always adapt
it to its needs, namely, need fior security and need
for development. The school is the representative
of society in relation to the child, to help him to
adjust himself to society. It should supply him the
technique to use when he emerges into society. It
can do this by setting before him and inculcating in
him the wholesome traditions of the community.
Recently the school has shifted its emphasis somewhat
from the matter taught to the person taught. Hence
it now looks at the experience of the child as an
experience in later life as it should. This, however
is not as general as it might be.
Glueck, Mental Hygiene, January 1918, p. Ill
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The magnitude of the problem of irregular
attendance is evident from statistics in different
parts of the country. Out of every hundred children
enrolled in the public schools of South Carolina for
the season 1928- 1929, twenty- five percent were
a"bsent from school every day. Pennsylvania had twenty-
One and four tenths percent absent daily in 1926- 1927.
New Yo±k had fourteen and one tenth percent absent
daily in 1927- 1928. This non- attendance had some
relation to delinquency. Of the 251 adolescence
committed to the New York City truant school "because
of illegal absence and whose cases were studied for
six or eight years, fifty one percent had required
police attention and court aid subsequent to their
release from the truant school, twenty one percent
teing juvenile delinquents and thirty percent adult
1 •
offenders. Such figures as these have lead to a
study of the causes.
Dissatisfaction with the school is a broad term
and can mean many things. It may be divided into
more definite terms. The first is lack of adequate
facilities such as schools and confined training.
1.
The Delinquent Child- Section IV. White House
Conference, p. 107.
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Miss Ely Farrell, supervisor of ungraded classes
in the New York public schools, expresses her opinion
in Mental Hygiene, March 1928. "It is worse than
useless to force truants to return to a standarized
course of instruction which does not suit their needs
or capacities." She views truants as the criminal
class of the future. Many are caused "because they
are misfits to what the school offers.
Secondly, are physical handicaps which put one
child at a disadvantage with other children.
Thirdly, are the mental handicaps.
After all is said, schools still stress academic
achievement and the child lacking in ability for such
is "branded as a failure. Psychological tests given in
some schools are helping to meet this grave problem
"but not enough. ' Again, there are personality handicaps
which interfere with the social development of this
child. Some parents hold up objectives before their
children from the standpoint of marks which they can
never reach. They place cultural attainment as the
prime importance of the schooling of the child.
Family over- protection is another problem caused "by
too solicitous Parents.
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The antithesis of this is family indifference
or lack of interest in the school life of the child.
Lastly there is the teacher who is temperamentally
maladjusted to handle the young and cannot bring out
the "best thing in the child.
In treating these sources of school dissatisfac-
tion seven methods are offered:
1. Attendance department.
2. Special classes and schools for truants and
delinquents
.
3. Special classes for typical children.
4. Expulsion and suspension.
5. Child study department and clinics.
6. Vocational guidance.
7. Visiting teachers and school counselors.
Supplying all these "branches in education will
cost money. But, the saving should "be noticed in the
reduction of the cost of crime.
Much is "being said novv , a"bout character training.
Superintendents' reports contain elaborate plans.
Schools have syllabuses on lessons in honesty,
truthfulness and politeness. It is debatable now
,
just hov. this should be done. It is certain, however
that it must be done for habits formed in youth
carry over into adult years.
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Dr. Stearns of Massachusetts holds the opinion
that the schools are not meeting their responsibilities*
He "believes that more attention should "be paid to
recreation, health, use of leisure time and home
surroundings of problem children. The fact that
practically all juvenile delinquents are children of
school age does not mean that the school is the cause
of the delinquency. Yet, the school is one important
means of bringing about a readjustment. The
delinquency committee of the White House Conference
stressed this fact v. hen it stated that ""before the
school lies the promise of a real program for the
1.
prevention of delinquency."
THE COIvlOJITITY. The community often plays an
important part in the career of child delinquency.
The child must have normal emotional expression, and
if he can not get it under wholesome conditions, he
'will seek it in the unwholesome way. "It has "been
clearly .demonstrated that where playgrounds have
T.
Quoted in "Pacts about Juvenile Delinquency"
Bulletin of United States Department of Lab, or.
Publication, Ho. 215,
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"been established with supervised play, delinquency
1.
decreases •
"
Idleness "breeds trouble. It gives time for
temptation to get rooted and once rooted it is a
difficult thing to correct. It is encouraging to
see now that more and more communities are establishing
playgrounds, lioxe and better trained supervisors are
being appointed.
Children are imitators by nature. The young hoy
thinks he is a man when he can do the things he sees
men do. Conseou ently , the type of child in a
community is often determined "by the type of adult.
They set the standard and the child follows. A
disregard for some law by adults is soon copied "by the
young. When questionable practices are allowed to
continue, then what can v.e expect from children?
Environment has a very strong effect on the child
either for good or for bad. It is the duty of the
community therefore, to safeguard its young children
"by making that environment as wholesome as possible.
17
Dr. Frank J. 0*Brien, "Adjusting Treatment to
Diagnosis," in Proceedings of national Proba tion
Association, 1928, p. 196.

The gang is one question ever "before many
communities. It is natural for "boys left to themselves
to congregate and form gangs, While of themselves, they
are not always a direct cause of crime, yet the spirit
may hold over into later life where we hear so much
of racketeering and loyalty to one another and to the
leader. Often times information passed around among
the members of the gang is most detrimental for a
v;holesome society.
Men ask themselves •' hat is the solution for
handling the gang. Usually, they are formed in areas
inhabited by the foreign bom or thickly settled
of
districts. There is need boys 1 clubs and settlement
houses to occupy the time of the young. These agencies
may cost the community more than it wishes to pay at
one time, but if it wishes to reduce criminality, it
must start with the young a,nd treat the causes. The
Hew York State Crime Commission found out that the
adult offender is ordinarily not an accident but an
habitual offender whose non- conformity showed itself
even in early childhood.
Though gangs are very common in districts of the
foreign born the fact that the members are of foreign
parentage is not of itself a cause of delinquency.
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Harry Shulman, a research director of the New York
State Crime Commission, gives the result of his
investigation. "There was at one time the belief
that the wholesale violation of 1*1 "was the price we
paid for admitting immigrants in large numbers. Today,
Hew York City is in a position to measure the effect
of a thirteen year restriction on immigration and it
finds no diminution in minor offenses. The lesson
from this experiment is obvious that it does not
suffice merely to have 3, population that is acquainted
with our laws, but one that is interested in maintain-
1.
ing them".
The community, through its various agencies, may
help the child to meet life squarely or make him rebel
and become a delinquent. Delinquency is not likely
to appear in places where proper community environment
is found.
If it is true that the best way to protect an
individual from disease is to increase his resistance,
then working on the same principle the best way to
protect society from crime is to increase the moral
T.
Harry M. Shulman, Social Agencies and Crime Prevention,
p. 545, Journal of Criminal Lav; and Criminology, Volume
j
XXII, Ho. 4, November 1931.
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stamina of the community. Fred E. Haynes, Professor
of Sociology, State University of Iowa, says in his
took, "Criminology" that "if we are ever to cope
successfully with the crime problem in a preventive way
1.
we must attack it from the social side." The majority
of young people get into trouble in their search for
amusement
.
Cantor sees a need of changing the economic order
to reduce crime. "It seems", he ssys "that nothing
short of a fundamental reorganization of our economic
2.
organization of society "will materially lessen crime?"
The same idea is stressed by Dr. Clara Meyer- Wichmann
of Holland, who holds that present day criminality,
notably habitual and professional criminality is
3.
largely caused by the social and economic order.
A healthy community condition is more important
than clinics, juvenile courts and reformatories, for
the community strikes at the root and prevents the
growth of crime, whereas, the other agencies merely
treat the delinquent when brought before them.
1.
Fred E. Haynes, op. cit. p. 376.
2.
Cajitor, op. cit. p. 446.
3.
Dr. Clara Meyer- vVichmann, Journal of Criminal Law anc
Criminology, Volume XX Bo. 4. November 1921, p. 560.
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The community has a tuo fold duty, namely instituting
a program of wholesome, happy use of leisure time and
a program of protection against demoralizing influence.
It needs the interest and cooperation of intelligent
and serious- minded men.
There are many 'ways in vvhich the community may
act for the "betterment of the social life of its
children and its adults. They may "be summarized, as
follows
:
1. Public playgrounds for the younger ones.
2. Athletic fields.
3. Municipal "beaches and svjimming pools.
4. Flay streets.
5. Camp sites and public parks.
6. Public libraries.
3. Concerts and entertainments.
Not every community can have all these "but all cai
have some. Private groups can do much to offer public
recreational facilities. The Boy Scouts, Camp Fire
Girls, Church clubs and the like, all have an
opportunity to create a healthy and "wholesome atmosphere •
It is these agencies which can give the more personal
attention to small groups or individuals, a condition
impossible to the large public- controlled facilities.
The community, by its laws, can also eliminate
one great source of infection, namely cheap dance
•
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halls and questionable road houses. The city is
not the only place where delinquency gets its start.
The country districts supply their quota. Consequently
they too should "be alert to the dangers open to their
children.
POLICE. Burdette Lev- is of New York, says that
men must regard the Police Department as a positive
force in crime prevention. They are in r.ore intimate
contact with the people and know the moral and social
conditions of the community "better than most of the
citizens. Often times the attitude of the community
toward its police determine the condition of that
c ommunity
•
The policeman should know something ah out the
nature of delinquency and the causes of crime.
Usually he is the first to come in contact with the
offender. His attitude and treatment can curb at its
infancy the criminal career of a thoughtless "boy.
Intelligence and common sense should "be his. first
requisites. P. H. Vines, the criminologist, says
that policeman should make it a golden rule never to
arrest ex- offenders without grounds to "believe that
new acts of delinquency have he en committed by them
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"The mere arrest of these whom society has already
punished is one of the surest ways of stopping
X.
whatever process of reformation may have "begun."
The police can he of indispensable help to other
agencies. Coming in contact % ith so many he often
sees an environment "which is "bad for an individual.
By informing the proper agency this might he improved
or changed without causing any noticeable unrest or
unfavorable condition.
Many cities boast of their efficient police force,
However, the securing of a scientific force was
started by Chief August Vollmer of Berlcely, California,
in 1908. The University of California offered courses
in criminology. Today, other cities are following
the lead by establishing schools for prospective
police officers.
In communities where the number of detectives
is small "stool pigeons" or informers are used. Lewis
2.
in the "Offender" says they are a necessary evil.
The community expects the police to know about the
crimes around him, though, he has no means at hand
of finding out, unless through informers. This may
Wines, op. c it . p. 314.
2.
Lewis, op. cit. p. 296,
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not "be an ideal situation "but men must use it until
other means have been found to accomplish the same
ends
.
In summary one might say that the police should
be alert "but not troublesome and over officious,
sympathetic, yet not weak, stern in cases requiring
it and using common sense at all times. Thus, they
may "become means of prevention of a great deal of
crime and the exponent of a healthy and wholesome
community spirit.
*1
•
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
Though men have nia.de some progress in the treatment
of criminals, much still remains to "be done.
Advancement has not been uniform over the United States.
Interests are not common. Men wait until some condition
"becomes deplorable before they act. They fail to stem
the tide in the beginning and by their "laissez faire"
policy pay many times what they should.
When one analyzes the situation he realizes how
little he really knows. "It cannot be too strongly
stated", says Robinson "that we do not, as a fact,
1.
knoYi very much about criminals.*' Much has been
written but it is not the product of continuous
scientific effort.
Progress in this field meets many obstacles
of which three are of great strength. First, there
is the inherent weakness of human nature itself.
Secondly, the traditional ideas concerning crime and
its treatment are ever before us. Thirdly, there is a
lack of knowledge on the subject. As yet, men do not
1.
Lewis N. Robinson, "Penology in the United States,"
p. 316.
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1.
know what to do. Men are just beginning to know
the causes or rather the elements which render one
liable to a criminal career. All do not agree on
these however. For those who stress heredity as a
prime cause we can offer the testimony of Warden
Lawes of Sing Sing and Dr. Healy of the Baker
Foundation. Warden Lawes* work is reported in the
Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology. "The results
of a recent study of 15,000 ex* convicts shows that
only two children of the 15,000 studied nor; have
2.
prison records."
The greatest advance in the handling of the crime
question has "been with juveniles. Men have socialized
to some extent at least the juvenile courts. In a
word they study "before they pass judgment in that courts
To te sure, there is room for greater expansion tut
that awaits a generous and an interested public. As
said "before, there is need of unity and coordination
"between the different agencies. ' One can do little
"by itself, yet, by working together, much progress
can be secured and greater justice given, llo one
1.
Albert ¥. Stearns, M. L>. "The Personality of Criminals
p. 135.
Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology, Volume XXIII
Ho. 4, p. 672.
M
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denies that he should give to every other man,
criminal or otherwise, the justice that is due hiin,
yet lack of interest and procrastination permit many a
poor unfortunate human being to "be sacrificed on the
altar of ignorance and despair. Yet, if Christ left
the ninety- nine good sheep to go in search fop the
lost one there must be something good in that one
that God wants.
Men are prone to criticize unfavorably a plan if
it fails in one instance. Such is the case in the
matter of parole and pardons. These critics forget
that men are dealing with human beings possessed with
a mechanism which is not fully understood. Again.
Yiho is there who knows every act that he himself will
perform in the future when certain conditions are
placed around him? If a plan is successful in the
majority of cases then it should not be discarded
because of one. failure until something better has been
devised. Let men so work with the aim of helping
the unfortunate, rather than, punishing him. Of course
they must protect themselves and society. However,
that does not mean that they must not aid those in need
of help. If society showed its interest in self
preservation by supplying the means of preventing crime
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then men would have less cause for fearing that the
potentiality of criminality in man, would ever come
to the surface. This does not mean that a criminal
should he coddled or looked upon as a martyr "but it
does mean that we should treat them as they are-
hand icapped individuals. w Y/e are nov: beginning to
comprehend that many are born under conditions which
impose a serious handicap and that many others are
reared under conditions which stunt them and prevent
1.
norma"l: development."
No resonable person would dare to hope that
crime will be completely eradicated. Misconduct will
always be found in some men because they are human.
Nevertheless crime can be reduced. An improved
economic order, so heartily desired by all in these
days of depression, can reduce crime by removing the
temptations now plaxed before them and supplying the
necessary financial assistance tc combat crime. For
the care of these who are beyond redemption and seem
to defy rehabilitation men must have institutions where
humane treatment will be given. It is a grea„t problem
but not unsurmountable . Science has helped in other
lines. So now let men apply it to criminality and its
preventi on.
Lewis, ow . cit. p. 315 a
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